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Reporting is a cornerstone of the Arms
Trade Treaty (ATT) and contributes to
the fulfillment of the treaty’s object and
purpose as articulated in Article 1.

Article 1 - “Promoting cooperation, transparency
and responsible action by States Parties in the
international trade in conventional arms, thereby
building confidence among States Parties.”

In order to support States Parties in better
understanding and adhering to the ATT’s reporting
requirements – as well as inform key stakeholders of
current challenges to and trends in ATT reporting –
the Stimson Center has created reporting factsheets
that provide insights into ATT reporting obligations,
the current status of reporting, and challenges
that hinder States Parties’ reporting efforts. Each
factsheet is intended to serve as an informative
resource for States, the ATT Secretariat, the CSP
Presidents, the Working Group on Transparency
and Reporting, and non-government stakeholders
to strengthen ATT reporting and support effective
treaty implementation.
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The factsheet on reporting obligations explains
the requirements in ATT Articles 13.1 and 13.3 –
including what States Parties must report, when
and how often, and to whom. The factsheet also
offers insights on synergies between ATT reporting
and other reporting efforts that could streamline
States Parties’ reporting processes.
The factsheet on compliance contains data on
the number and percentage of States Parties
that have and have not met their ATT reporting
requirements. The factsheet offers aggregate data
on reporting compliance for the ATT initial report
and the ATT annual reports and provides regional
reporting snapshots.
The factsheet on private reporting highlights
the growing trend in private reporting to the
ATT. The factsheet compares yearly rates of
public and private reporting for the ATT initial
report and the ATT annual reports and offers
insights on regional trends.
The factsheet on reporting challenges highlights
obstacles to reporting that hinder States Parties’
reporting processes and efforts. The factsheet
references assistance tools that States Parties can
use to help overcome reporting challenges.
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Article 13 of the ATT requires States Parties to complete and submit two reports to the ATT Secretariat:
An initial report on treaty implementation, and to update that report as implementation measures change.
An annual report on arms exports and imports undertaken in the previous calendar year, to be completed
by 31 May each year.

INITIAL REPORT ON ATT IMPLEMENTATION

Article 13.1 - “Each State Party shall, within
the first year after entry into force of this
Treaty for that State Party, in accordance with
Article 22, provide an initial report to the
Secretariat of measures undertaken in order to
implement this Treaty, including national laws,
national control lists and other regulations and

DUE: One year after the
treaty’s entry into force
for that State Party.

CONTENTS: Information
on the measures a State
Party takes to implement
the ATT (Articles 2-16).
Such information includes details of
relevant national laws; control lists;
regulatory policies, processes, and
systems; and other administrative
measures.

administrative measures. Each State Party shall
report to the Secretariat on any new measures
undertaken in order to implement this Treaty,
when appropriate. Reports shall be made
available, and distributed to States Parties by
the Secretariat.”

REPORTING FORMAT:
States Parties may submit
their initial reports in
any format they choose,
including the recommended
reporting template developed by the
Working Group on Transparency and
Reporting, the online version of the
recommended reporting template,
national formats, or alternative
formats – such as the Arms Trade
Treaty-Baseline Assessment Survey.
Initial reports, in any form, must be
submitted to the ATT Secretariat.

UPDATING INITIAL
REPORTS: States Parties
are required to report on
updates made to their
national transfer control systems.
Though no formal or standardized
process yet exists for States Parties
to update their initial reports to
reflect changes to their national
treaty implementation measures,
States Parties should submit relevant
updates to the ATT Secretariat.
REPORTING SYNERGIES:
UN PoA National Reports,
UNSCR 1540 National
Reports, National Reports.

ANNUAL REPORT ON ARMS EXPORTS AND IMPORTS

Article 13.3 - “Each State Party shall submit
annually to the Secretariat by 31 May a report
for the preceding calendar year concerning
authorized or actual exports and imports
of conventional arms covered under Article
2 (1). Reports shall be made available, and
distributed to States Parties by the Secretariat.

DUE: A State Party’s first annual report is
due one year after the treaty’s entry into
force for that State Party. The annual reports
are due by 31 May every year thereafter. The
ATT Secretariat grants a 7-day grace period, creating a
de facto deadline of 7 June each year.
CONTENTS: At a minimum, States Parties
are required to provide information on
authorized or actual exports and imports
of the eight categories of conventional
weapons that fall within the ATT’s scope, as defined
in Article 2.1 of the treaty. States Parties can provide
information on other weapons as well as details and/
or comments on transfers. States Parties may submit
nil reports and may withhold commercially sensitive or
national security-related information.

The report submitted to the Secretariat may
contain the same information submitted by
the State Party to relevant United Nations
frameworks, including the United Nations
Register of Conventional Arms. Reports may
exclude commercially sensitive or national
security information.”

REPORTING FORMAT: States Parties may
submit their annual report using any format
they choose, including the recommended
reporting template developed by the
Working Group on Transparency and Reporting,
the online version of the recommended reporting
template, their UNROCA reports, or national formats.
Annual reports, in any form, must be submitted to the
ATT Secretariat.
REPORTING SYNERGIES: Annual Reports
to the UN Register of Conventional Arms
(UNROCA), National Reports.

For insights on tools and resources available to States Parties to support adherence to
their ATT reporting requirements, see the factsheet on ATT Reporting Challenges.
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ARMS TRADE TREATY reporting compliance is one
indicator of treaty implementation and demonstrates
States Parties’ commitment to treaty obligations.
Compliance with ATT requirements to submit an initial
report on treaty implementation and annual reports
on arms exports and imports each year is less than
universal. Several States Parties remain consistently
non-compliant, and others meet all reporting
deadlines. Some States Parties have never submitted
an initial report, nor a single annual report. Some
States Parties have submitted an initial report but have

never submitted an annual report—and vice versa—
and other States Parties report irregularly. Decreasing
global rates of reporting compliance raise several
concerns and challenges for institutionalizing reporting
practices within governments and, crucially, advancing
transparency as well as greater understanding of, and
responsibility in, the global arms trade.
For more information on obstacles that may prevent
some States Parties from reporting, see the factsheet
on ATT Reporting Challenges.

INITIAL REPORTS
As of August 1, 2021:

106

81

STATES PARTIES

STATES PARTIES

were required to have submitted an
initial report on efforts to implement
the ATT to the treaty Secretariat.

have submitted their initial reports,
reflecting a compliance rate of
approximately 76%.

Of the 25 States Parties that are
required to submit an initial report
but have yet to do so…

14 are from Africa
9 are from the Americas
1 is from Asia
1 is from Europe
Furthermore, 9 of these 25 States Parties are among
the least developed countries, according to UN
figures, and 10 are small island developing states.
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Rates of ATT Initial Reporting Compliance and Non-Compliance

76%
24%

Report Submitted

56% Africa

36% Americas

4% Asia

No Report Submitted

4% Europe

Reporting Non-Compliance
Of the 25 States Parties that remain non-compliant
with their ATT initial reporting obligations, 76% are
more than three years past the due date for their
initial reports, 12% are one to two years late, and
8% are six months to one-year late. As of August 1,
2021, one State Party was less than one week late in
submitting its initial report.

# OF STATES PARTIES

TIME PAST DUE

19

3+ years

3

1 – 2 years

2

6 months – 1 year

1

0 months – 6 months

In the last five years, the overall compliance rate for ATT initial reporting has remained relatively constant, due
in part to the large number of States Parties that are more than three years late in meeting their reporting
requirements. This demonstrates the enduring challenges faced by States Parties that ratified the treaty early in
meeting their ATT reporting requirements and is an area that requires greater attention.

Rate of ATT Initial Reporting Compliance by Year

(in approximate percent)
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Initial Report Updates
Article 13.1 of the treaty requires States Parties to
report on updates made to their national transfer
control systems. However, there is no standardized
method or guidance for States Parties to update
their initial reports to reflect changes to their national
implementation of the ATT. Only five States Parties
have provided information on “any new measures

undertaken in order to implement” the ATT. Each of
these five States Parties utilized different methods
for providing their initial report updates, including
by resubmitting their original report without clearly
denoting where changes were made, by using a cover
sheet to identify and summarize changes, and by using
a different font color to denote updated information.

ANNUAL REPORTS
ATT States Parties were first required to submit an annual report in 2016, providing information on
their arms exports and imports that occurred during the 2015 calendar year. ATT annual reporting
compliance has been a persistent challenge.

Rate of Annual Reporting Compliance by Year

(in approximate percent as of August 1, 2021)

Data as reflected on the ATT Secretariat’s website
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On-time reporting rates have been
below 50% each year, with the 2019
annual reports reflecting the lowest
on-time completion rate. This may
reflect the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on government capacity
and priorities. Overall reporting
compliance rates have averaged
around 68% over the last six years –
with a high of 84% for States Parties’
2015 ATT annual reports and a low
of 53% for States Parties’ 2020 ATT
annual reports. Several States Parties
submit their annual reports months
to years after their original deadlines,
and others submit annual reports
when they are not yet required to
do so, contributing to variations
in annual reporting rates. In recent
years, annual reporting compliance
has normalized around 68%, with
approximately two-thirds of States
Parties meeting their ATT annual
reporting requirements.

On-Time ATT Annual Reporting Rates

Excluding those States Parties required to report for the
first time in 2021, 26 States Parties have never submitted
an annual report, despite being required to do so for one
or more years.

Report
Year

On-Time
Completion Rate
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2016

43%

2017

40%

Of these 26 States Parties…

2018

49%

2019

37%

2020

44%

13 are from Africa
11 are from the Americas
2 are from Europe

Regional Breakdown of States Parties That
Have Never Submitted an Annual Report

Since States Parties were first required to submit
ATT annual reports, at least 23 States Parties
have submitted nil reports at least once. Of these
States Parties, 16 have submitted nil reports only
for exports, 3 have submitted nil reports only for
imports, and 12 have submitted nil reports for
both exports and imports.

Europe
8%

Furthermore, some States Parties have indicated
that they submitted nil reports despite providing
information on exports and/or imports in their
annual reports, while others have not indicated
they submitted nil reports despite not providing
any information on exports and/or imports in a
given year. Based on analysis of annual reports,
some States Parties may be choosing not to
submit their annual reports after determining they
have nothing to report, rather than submitting nil
reports for arms exports or imports.
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42%

Nil Reports
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Annual Report Updates
Although the treaty does not require States Parties
to submit updates to their annual reports for a
given year, some States Parties have elected to do
so – providing additional insights or new/corrected
information on their reported arms exports and
imports. At least three States Parties have provided

updates to their annual reports over the last six years,
including by resubmitting their originally submitted
reports without clearly denoting where changes were
made and by submitting updates via hand-written
corrections.
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Private reporting represents a worrying and increasing trend within the ATT context.
Private reporting poses several challenges, including:
Hindering understanding of how States Parties
interpret and implement the treaty’s provisions

O
 bscuring public accounting of global arms
transfer dynamics

Inhibiting identification of good practices
and assistance needs

O
 bstructing efforts to identify problematic
sales or dangerous accumulations

INITIAL REPORTS
Private reports represent an increasing share of all initial reports submitted by States Parties
over time and have increased in number each year. In May 2016, only 2 of the 47 initial reports
submitted by States Parties were private, representing 4% of all submitted reports at that time.

Private Reporting for ATT Initial Reports Over Time

(as of 1 August 2021)

Number of reports submitted

85

64

As of 1 August 2021,
17 of the 81 initial
reports submitted were
private, representing
approximately 21% of
all ATT initial reports
submitted thus far.
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Of the 17 States Parties that elected
to make their initial reports private…
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7 are from Africa
3 are from the Americas
4 are from Asia
2 are from Europe
1 is from Oceania
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Rates of Public vs Private Initial Reporting

(as of 1 August 2021, in approximate percent)

79%

41% Africa

Public
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23% Asia

21%
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6% Oceania

Private
Initial Reporting

At least 88% of the ATT States Parties that submitted private ATT initial reports have reported publicly on their
national arms transfer control systems in a national report on implementation of the UN Programme of Action.

ANNUAL REPORTS
Rates of Private vs Public ATT Reporting on Annual Arms
Exports and Imports (as of 1 August 2021, in approximate percent)
Private reports represent a growing
share of all annual reports submitted
by States Parties detailing arms
exports and imports. The rate
of private annual reporting has
increased dramatically over the last
six years. Only 4% of 2015 ATT annual
reports are private, compared to 27%
of 2020 annual reports submitted as
of 1 August 2021.
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Nine States Parties have only ever submitted private ATT annual reports to the treaty Secretariat. Ten States
Parties have alternated between public and private reporting, with no discernable trend in their reporting behavior.
By comparison, at least six States Parties have changed their reporting practices from public reporting for their
first annual report(s) to private reports in recent years.
Since the first round of ATT annual
reporting, a total of 25 States Parties
have submitted private annual reports
to the ATT Secretariat at least once.
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Of these States Parties…

7 are from Africa
6 are from the Americas
4 are from Asia
8 are from Europe

Asia
16%

Africa
28%

Americas
24%

4
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Regional Share of Private Annual Reporting

Europe
32%

8

(as of 1 August 2021, in approximate percent)

Of the States Parties that have submitted a private annual
report at least once, approximately 92% have reported
publicly on their annual arms exports and imports either
in the ATT context or to the UN Register of Conventional
Arms (UNROCA). Seven of these States Parties submitted a
public UNROCA report in the same year(s) they submitted
a private ATT annual report.

REASONS FOR PRIVATE REPORTING
States Parties have rarely indicated why they have chosen to make their ATT initial and/or annual reports private
or have switched to private reporting after reporting publicly on their annual arms exports and imports. Private
reporting may result from a change in personnel completing the reports or a change in national policy and
practice. In responses to a survey conducted by the Stimson Center and the Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute that examined the reasons for private ATT reporting, States offered the following explanations:
C
 oncerns relating to the release of information
regarded as sensitive

S
 ecurity concerns

R
 eported privately by mistake

O
 bligation of a regional/multilateral/international
agreement to which the State Party is a member
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REPORTING CHALLENGES IDENTIFIED BY STATES PARTIES
Mandatory ATT reporting is not universal and
compliance with reporting obligations has varied from
year to year. Over the past five years of ATT reporting,
Stimson has conducted interviews with and surveys
of States to discuss challenges to ATT reporting.
Respondents have identified several obstacles that

obstruct their ATT reporting efforts or prevent them
from fulfilling their ATT reporting requirements. These
obstacles have contributed to a range of issues, such as
incomplete reporting compliance, stagnant reporting
levels, limited public transparency in ATT reporting, and
difficulty in assessing the treaty’s implementation.

States have identified FOUR MAIN TYPES OF CHALLENGES
to completing or submitting the required ATT reports:

1
 Awareness and Understanding of
ATT Obligations, in which States
have expressed uncertainties about
what, how, and when to report.

2
Capacity and Resource Challenges,
in which States have described the
negative impact of limited time,
personnel, and/or information
management systems on their
reporting efforts.

3
Internal and Bureaucratic
Challenges, in which States have
noted the obstacles posed by poor
coordination across government
offices or agencies as well as
complications accessing, compiling,
and assessing relevant information.

4


Political/Security Challenges,
wherein States’ reporting efforts
are hampered by concerns related
to what information is shared and
with whom as well as competing
government priorities.

In some cases, these reporting challenges have been compounded by the wide-ranging impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on government operations and priorities, as well as on global momentum towards comprehensive ATT
implementation. The long-term impact of the pandemic on reporting remains to be seen.

Awareness and
Understanding of
ATT Obligations

Uncertainty/confusion regarding
reporting requirements and deadlines
Uncertainty in how to collect relevant
information in ways that align with
reporting deadlines
Confusion arising from reporting
templates/the online reporting tool
Uncertainty about how to submit
updates to the ATT Secretariat

Internal and
Bureaucratic
Challenges

Poor coordination between
government agencies or lack of
interagency process to facilitate
report completion
Difficulty accessing and compiling
relevant information
Difficulty conducting assessments of
a national transfer control system
Difficulty preparing statistical data
for ATT annual reports

Capacity and
Resource
Challenges

L
 imited capacity and resources
Limited

availability of relevant
information
L
 ack of national point(s) of contact
L
 ack of time to complete report(s)
U
 nderdeveloped/lack of internal
systems to collect, compile, and store
relevant information

Political / Security
Challenges

C
 onfidentiality concerns
C
 oncerns related to the release of
information regarded as sensitive
R
 eporting fatigue
P
 olitical interference

ASSISTANCE FOR OVERCOMING REPORTING CHALLENGES
States Parties can access various resources to assist them in overcoming the challenges that States have
identified. Using existing tools, States can access resources to help them fulfil their ATT reporting requirements.
The Working Group on Transparency and Reporting has provided an FAQ document to assist States Parties
in completing their ATT annual reports as well as a working paper with advice on the measures that States
Parties can take to advance ATT reporting compliance:

FAQ
FAQ DOCUMENT

WORKING PAPER

Reporting Authorized or
Actual Exports and Imports of
Conventional Arms under the
ATT – Questions and Answers

National-Level Measures to
Facilitate Compliance with
International Reporting
Obligations and Commitments

The Voluntary Trust Fund is one way for States to
request assistance to help develop and strengthen
national processes that can support reporting
efforts. Examples of such assistance include projects
designed to help targeted States establish internal
reporting processes and procedures as well as
strengthen inter-agency cooperation to enhance
national reporting.
States may also request assistance for partner
countries or regional organizations to support
fulfillment of treaty reporting requirements. For
example, the European Union’s ATT-Outreach Project
provides national trainings to non-EU countries
to strengthen their national transfer controls and
support ATT implementation. In addition, States may
participate in bilateral assistance programs to support
ATT implementation, including support for reporting.

Stimson’s training tools can be found in:

Stimson has developed training tools to support
States Parties in completing their ATT reporting
requirements, including guidance documents on
both the ATT initial and annual reports. Guidance
for the initial report details specific topics and
ATT commitments, offers examples for how to
respond to relevant questions, and provides
insights on potential sources of information
for responding to relevant questions. Guidance
for the annual reports includes insights on
multilateral transparency instruments, synergies
between ATT annual reporting and the UN
Register of Conventional Arms, data collection
sources and methods, and identification and
categorization of major conventional weapons as
well as small arms and light weapons.

A
 rms Trade Treaty-Baseline Assessment Project
(ATT-BAP), Guidance for Completing the Initial
Report on Implementation Measures, 2016
A
 rms Trade Treaty-Baseline Assessment Project
(ATT-BAP), Annual Report Guidance Booklet, 2017

